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terize whih POVMs are 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all quasi-qubit POVMs, namely POVMs whose elements are all
rank-one or full-rank. We give an algorithm to hek whether a given quasi-qubit
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1. Introdution
The laws of quantum mehanis impose restritions on what measurements an be
arried out on a quantum system. All the possible measurements an be desribed
mathematially by positive operator-valued measures, POVMs for short. Apart
from measuring a state, we an also transform it via a quantum hannel. Now
suppose we have at our disposal a POVM P and a hannel E . We may rst send our
state through E and then feed the transformed state in our measurement apparatus
P. This proedure is a new measurement proedure, and an therefore be enoded
by a POVM Q. Now transforming the state with E an be seen as a kind of noise on
the POVM P. We may then view Q as a disturbed version of P, and we say that P
is leaner than Q. Now, what are the maximal elements for this order relation?
The order relation leaner than has been introdued in a reent artile of
Busemi et al. [1℄. Herein they look at whih POVMs an be obtained from another,
either by pre-proessing (the situation we just desribed, where we rst send our
state through a hannel) or by lassial post-proessing of the data. Espeially, they
try to nd whih POVMs are biggest for these order relations (in the former ase,
the POVM is said to be lean; there is no extrinsi noise). For pre-proessing they
get a number of partial answers. One of those is that a POVM on a d-dimensional
spae with n outomes, with n ≤ d, is lean if and only if it is an observable. They
do not get a omplete lassiation, though.
The objet of the present artile is to haraterize whih POVMs are lean in
a speial lass of measurements. Namely, we are interested in POVMs suh that all
their elements (see denition below) are either full-rank or rank-one. We all these
POVMs quasi-qubit POVMs. Notie that all the POVMs for qubits satisfy to this
ondition.
On the way we prove a suient ondition for a POVM to be lean, that is
usable also for POVMs that are not quasi-qubit.
It turns out that leanness for quasi-qubit POVMs an be read on the span of
the rank-one elements. Moreover,if a (non neessarily quasi-qubit) POVM is leaner
than a lean quasi-qubit POVM, the latter was in fat obtained by a hannel that is
a unitary transform. In other words, for quasi-qubit POVMs, leanness-equivalene
is unitary equivalene.
We give an algorithm to hek whether a quasi-qubit POVM is lean or not. This
algorithm may be the main ontribution of the artile, as almost all the following
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theorems an be summed up by saying the algorithm is valid.
In the end we apply these results to the qubit, for whih all POVMs are quasi-
qubit. We are then left with a very expliit haraterization of lean POVMs for
qubits.
Setion 2 gives preise denitions of all the objets we ited in this introdution.
We dene the algorithm, give heuristially the main ideas and dene the
important notion totally determined (Denition 3.2) in Setion 3.
Setion 4 gives a suient ondition for a POVM to be lean, namely that the
supports of the elements of the POVM totally determine the spae (see Denition
3.2). We use this ondition to show that when the algorithm exits with a positive
result, the quasi-qubit POVM is really lean.
Setion 5 proves that the above suient ondition is in fat neessary for quasi-
qubit POVMs. It heks that when the algorithm exits with a negative result, the
POVM is truly not lean.
Setion 6 gathers the results relative to quasi-qubit POVMs in Theorem 6.1 and
deals with the qubit ase in Corollary 6.2.
Ultimately setion 7 gives a very rough idea for making expliit more expliit
the suient ondition for a POVM to be lean we have given in setion 4.
If one wishes to look for the results of this paper without bothering with the
tehnial proofs, the best would be to read the algorithm of setion 3 and then to
read Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2. You would also need Lemma 5.3 that you ould
use as a denition of totally determined if you are only interested in quasi-qubit
POVMs.
If you also want the supplementary results that apply to other POVMs, further
read Denitions 3.1 and 3.2, and Theorem 4.1.
2. Denitions and notations
We onsider POVMs on a Hilbert spae H of dimension d ≥ 2. Dimension 2 is the
qubit ase. The set {|ei〉}1≤i≤d will be an orthonormal basis of H. If V is a subspae
of H then V⊥ is the subspae orthogonal to V in H. If we are given vetors {vi}i∈I ,
we denote by Span(vi, i ∈ I) the spae they generate. The set of operators on H is
denoted by B(H).
A POVM P (with nite outomes, ase to whih we restrit) is a set {Pi}i∈I of
non-negative operators on H, with I nite, suh that∑i∈I Pi = 1. The Pi are alled
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POVM elements. We write Supp(Pi) for the support of this element. This support
is dened by its orthogonal. The set of |φ〉 ∈ Supp(Pi)⊥ is exatly the set of |φ〉
suh that 〈φ|Pi|φ〉 = 0. The rank of a POVM element is its rank as an operator.
In partiular, rank-one elements are of the form λi|ψi〉〈ψi| and full-rank POVMs are
invertible. Speial ases of POVMs are rank-one POVMs, that is POVMs whose
elements are all rank-one, and full-rank POVMs, that is POVMs whose elements are
all full-rank. We are espeially interested in a lass of POVMs that inludes both:
Denition 2.1. Quasi-qubits POVMs
A POVM P is a quasi-qubit POVM if all its elements Pi are either full-rank or
rank-one.
Similarly, we shall speak of strit quasi-qubit POVMs for quasi-qubit POVMs
whih are neither rank-one nor full-rank.
A hannel E is a ompletely positive identity-preserving map on B(H) the set of
bounded operators on H (in this paper, hannels are always intended as going from
B(H) to the same B(H)). As a remark, this implies that the subspae of self-adjoint
operators Bsa(H) is stable by E . We know we an write it using Kraus deomposition
[2℄, that is we an nd a nite number of operators Rα ∈ B(H) suh that
E(A) =
∑
α
R∗αARα, with
∑
α
R∗αRα = 1. (1)
Here the star is the adjoint.
We shall write E = {Rα}α. This deomposition is not unique.
Using the hannel E before the measurement P is the same as using the POVM
Q = E(P) dened by its POVM elements Qi = E(Pi).
Denition 2.2. A POVM P is leaner than a POVM Q if and only if there exists
a hannel E suh that E(P) = Q. We shall also write P ≻ Q.
Denition 2.3. Clean POVM
A POVM P is lean if and only if, for any Q suh that Q ≻ P, then P ≻ Q
also holds.
We shall further say that two POVMs are leanness-equivalent if both Q ≻ P
and P ≻ Q hold. A speial ase of this (but not the general ase, as proved in [1℄) is
unitary equivalene, when there is a unitary operator U suh that for any i ∈ I, we
have UPiU
∗ = Qi.
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3. Algorithm and Ideas
3.1. Algorithm
We propose the following algorithm to hek whether a quasi-qubit POVM P is lean
or not.
(i) We hek whether P is rank-one. If it is, exit with result P is lean. Otherwise:
(ii) Write the rank-one elements Pi = λi|ψi〉〈ψi| for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Chek whether these
|ψi〉 generate H. If not, exit with result P is not lean. Else:
(iii) We an nd a basis of H as a subset of those |ψi〉. We assume that this basis
onsists of |ψi〉 for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. We dene a variable C = {Vj}j∈J , onsisting in
a olletion of subspaes whose diret sum is the Hilbert spae H =⊕j Vj. We
initialize C with Vi = Span(|ψi〉) for 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
(iv) For i from d+ 1 to n, do:
(v) Write |ψi〉 =
∑
j vj with vj ∈ Vj . Call J(i) = {j|vj 6= 0}.
(vi) Update {Vj}: Suppress all Vj for j ∈ J(i). Add Vi =
⊕
j∈J(i) Vj.
(vii) Chek whether C = {H}. If so, exit with result P is lean. Otherwise:
(viii) End of the For loop.
(ix) Exit with result P is not lean.
Notie that the algorithm terminates: every stage is nite and we enter the loop
a nite number of times.
3.2. Heuristis: what the algorithm really tests
In the Kraus deomposition (1), eah of the terms R∗αARα is non-negative if A is
non-negative, so that E(A) ≥ R∗αARα for any α. Hene if E(Q) = P, then R∗αQeRα
must have support inluded in Supp(Pe) for all α and e ∈ E.
The entral idea of the paper is the following: the ondition Supp(R∗αQeRα) ⊂
Supp(Pe) yields d − dim(Supp(Pe)) homogeneous linear equations on the matrix
entries of Rα, where you should remember that d = dim(H). Now Rα is determined
up to a onstant by d2 − 1 homogeneous independent linear equations. In suh a
ase, the additional ondition
∑
R∗αRα = 1 yields all Rα are proportional to the
same unitary U , so that the hannel E is unitary, and P ≻ Q.
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There is still one diulty: the equations mentioned above depend not only on
P, but also on Q. We would then like onditions on the supports of Pe suh that
the system of equations mentioned above is at least of rank d2 − 1 for all Q. We
formalize this requirement with the following denitions.
Denition 3.1. Corresponding
Let V be a Hilbert spae and {Fi}i∈I a olletion of subspaes of V. Let {vi}i∈I
be a olletion of vetors of V. This set of vetors orresponds to {Fi}i∈I if for any
i ∈ I, there is a linear transform Ri suh that Ri(vi) 6= 0 and, for all j ∈ I, the
transform is taking vj within Fj, that is Ri(vj) ∈ Fj.
In the text, we usually drop the referene to {Fi}i∈I and write that the {vi}i∈I
are a orresponding olletion of vetors.
Denition 3.2. Totally determined
Let V be a Hilbert spae and {Fi}i∈I a olletion of subspaes of V.
If for all orresponding olletions of vetors {vi}i∈I there is only one (up to
a omplex multipliative onstant) linear transform R suh that R(vi) ∈ Fi for all
i ∈ I, we say that V is totally determined by {Fi}i∈I, or alternatively that {Fi}i∈I
totally determines V.
If Fi is one-dimensional with support vetor wi, this means there is only one R
suh that R(vi) is olinear to wi for all i ∈ I.
What the algorithm does is heking that a quasi-qubit POVM P is rank-one
(stage (i)), or that P totally determines H.
More preisely, Proposition 4.9 states that eah of the Vj belonging to C
(appearing at stage (iii) and updated at stage (vi)) is totally determined by the
|ψi〉 suh that |ψi〉 ∈ Vj. When the algorithm exits at stage (vii), then C = {H}, so
H is totally determined. If the algorithm does not exit at stage (vii), on the other
hand, then C has at least two elements at the last stage, and eah |ψi〉 is inluded
in one of those two elements, whih entails, from Lemma 5.3, that {Supp(Pe)} does
not totally determine H.
The equivalene with leanness for quasi-qubit POVMs is still needed to get
validity of the algorithm. This equivalene stems from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem
5.1. The former is the suient ondition, for any POVM, not neessarily quasi-
qubit. We have given the intuition for this theorem at the beginning of the setion.
Complementarily, Theorem 5.1 states that a strit quasi-qubit POVM is not lean if
its supports do not totally determine H.
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The proof of Theorem 5.1 features the last important idea of the paper. A
hannel E whih is near enough the identity may be inverted as a positive map on
B(H), even though E−1 is not a hannel. Now if we denote Q = E−1(P), we have
E(Q) = P. We are then left with two questions: is Q a POVM, and an we nd a
hannel F suh that F(P) = Q?
The main possible obstale to Q being a POVM is the need for eah of the Qi to
be non-negative. Now, if E is near enough the identity, if Pi was full-rank, then Qi is
still full-rank non-negative. The remaining ase is Qi = E−1(Pi) = λiE−1 (|ψi〉〈ψi|).
Now, we shall see that we may use the set of subspaes C = {Vj} given by the
algorithm to build hannels ensuring that these Qi are still rank-one non-negative
matries. Furthermore, these Qi will have a bigger rst eigenvalue than Pi, so that
we are sure Q is stritly leaner than P, as hannels are spetrum-width dereasing
(see Lemma 5.2).
We now turn to the fully rigorous treatment.
4. Suient ondition
We start by proving the following theorem, announed in the previous setion.
Theorem 4.1. If the supports {Supp(Pi)}i∈I of the elements Pi of a POVM P
totally determine H, then P is lean and any leanness-equivalent POVM Q is in
fat unitarily equivalent to P.
Proof. It is enough to prove that if Q ≻ P, then Q is unitarily equivalent to P.
Let Q be a POVM and E = {Rα}α a hannel suh that E(Q) = P.
For all i ∈ I, we may write Qi =
∑
k µi,k|φki 〉〈φki |. Then we have Pi =∑
α
∑
k µi,kR
∗
α|φki 〉〈φki |Rα. Now µi,kR∗α|φki 〉〈φki |Rα ≥ 0 for all k and α, and
onsequently µi,kR
∗
α|φki 〉〈φki |Rα ≤ Pi. Hene R∗α|φki 〉 ∈ Supp(Pi).
Moreover Pi is nonzero. So that there is at least one k(i) and one α(i) for eah
i suh that R∗α|φk(i)i 〉 is nonzero. Thus {φk(i)i }i∈I orresponds to {Supp(Pi)}i∈I . As
{Supp(Pi)}i∈I totally determines H, there is only one R, up to a onstant, suh that
R|φk(i)i 〉 ∈ Supp(Pi) for all i. So that Rα = c(α)R for all α. Sine
∑
αR
∗
αRα = 1,
there is a onstant suh that λR1 is unitary, and E = {λR1}. So that P and Q are
unitarily equivalent.
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Before proving in Theorem 4.9 that when the algorithm exits at stage (vii),
then the supports of the POVM P totally determine H, we need a few more tools.
We rst need the notion of projetive frame. Indeed, in the algorithm, we are
dealing with supports of rank-one POVMs, that is essentially projetive lines. And
we want them to totally determine the spae, that is essentially x it. Projetive
frames are the most basi mathematial objet meeting these requirements. We
redene them here, and reprove what basi properties we need; further information
on projetive frames may be found in most geometry or algebra textbooks, e.g. [3℄.
Denition 4.2. A projetive frame {vi}1≤i≤d+1 of a vetor spae V is a set of
(dim(V) + 1) vetors in general position, that is, suh that any subset of dim(V)
vetors is a basis of V.
Remark 4.3. Equivalently we may say that {vi}1≤i≤n is a basis of V and vd+1 =∑n
i=1 civi with all ci 6= 0.
Proposition 4.4. A projetive frame Ψ = {ei}1≤i≤(n+1)of V totally determines V.
Proof. First we prove that if Φ = {vi}1≤i≤(n+1) is not a projetive frame, the set
of vetors {vi}1≤i≤(n+1) does not orrespond to Ψ. Indeed, as Φ is not a projetive
frame, we may nd n vetors, say the n rst, suh that
∑n
i=1 aivi = 0 with at least
one ai non-zero, say a1. Then for any R suh that R(vi) is olinear to ei for all i,
we still have
∑n
i=1 aiR(vi) = 0. As {ei}1≤i≤n is a basis, aiR(vi) = 0 for all i, so that
R(v1) = 0. Hene {vi}1≤i≤n+1 does not orrespond to {ei}1≤i≤n+1.
Let now Φ = {vi}1≤i≤(n+1) be orresponding to Ψ. Notably, this implies that Φ
is a projetive frame. Furthermore, there is a nonzero linear transform R suh that
R(vi) is olinear to ei for all i. We must show that R is unique up to a onstant.
We know that {ei}1≤i≤n and {vi}1≤i≤n are both bases of V. Hene there is a
unique transfer matrix X from the latter basis to the former. Sine R(vi) = Diei
for some Di, we know that R is of the form DX where D is a diagonal matrix with
diagonal values Di.
We still have not used our (n + 1)th ondition. We are dealing with projetive
frames, so that en+1 =
∑n
i=1 biei and vn+1 =
∑n
i=1 civi with all bi and ci non-zero.
Now R(vn+1) =
∑n
i=1 ciR(vi) =
∑n
i=1 ciDiei, so that ciDi/bi must be independent on
i and D and hene R is xed up to a omplex multipliative onstant.
We now turn to a few observations about totally determined spaes.
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Remark 4.5. If {Fi}i∈I totally determines H, and if {vi}i∈I orresponds to {Fi},
then the up to a onstant unique nonzero R suh that Rvi ∈ Fi for all i ∈ I is
invertible.
Proof. Let us dene Π(kerR)⊥ the projetor on the orthogonal of the kernel of R
along its kernel, and ΠkerR the projetor on the kernel of R along (kerR)
⊥
. We have
R = RΠ(kerR)⊥ , so that RΠ(kerR)⊥vi = Rvi. Thus {Π(kerR)⊥vi}i∈I is orresponding to
{Fi}i∈I . On the other hand, ΠkerRΠ(kerR)⊥ = 0, so that (R + ΠkerR)(Π(kerR)⊥vi) =
R(Π(kerR)⊥vi) ∈ Fi. As {Π(kerR)⊥} is orresponding to {Fi}, the latter equality
implies that R is proportional to (R + ΠkerR). This is only possible if ΠkerR = 0.
Hene R is invertible.
Remark 4.6. If {vl}l∈I∪J is orresponding to {Fl}l∈I∪J , then {vi}i∈I (resp. {vj}j∈J)
is orresponding to {Fi}i∈I (resp. {Fj}j∈J .
Proof. The set I is a subset of I ∪ J , thus, for all i ∈ I, there is an Ri suh that
Rivi 6= 0 and Rivl ∈ Fl for all l ∈ I ∪ J . A fortiori Rivk ∈ Fk for all k ∈ I. Hene
{vi}i∈I is orresponding to {Fi}i∈I . The same proof yields the result for J .
Remark 4.7. If {vi}i∈I is orresponding to {Fi}i∈I , then there exists R suh that
Rvi ∈ Fi and Rvi 6= 0 for all i simultaneously.
Proof. By the denition of orresponding to, we have a set {Ri}i∈I of transforms
suh that Rivi 6= 0 and Rivj ∈ Fj for all j ∈ I. Now, for any set of oeients
{ai}i∈I the matrix R =
∑
i aiRi fulls Rvi ∈ Fi for all i. If we hoose appropriately
{ai} we also have Rvi 6= 0. For example, we may write all the Rivi in the same basis,
take note of all oordinates, and hoose the ai as any real numbers algebraially
independent of those oordinates.
Lemma 4.8. If V and W are both totally determined by sets of subspaes {Fi}i∈I
and {Fj}j∈J and if V and W interset (apart from the null vetor), then their sum
U = V +W is totally determined by {Fl}l∈I∪J .
Proof. Let {ul}l∈I∪J vetors of U orrespond to {Fl}l∈I∪J . In other words, there is
an R∗ suh that R∗ul ∈ Fl for all l ∈ I ∪ J . By Remark 4.7, we may assume that
R∗ul 6= 0 for all l. We must show that R∗ is unique up to a onstant. Notie that
the restrition R∗ul 6= 0 does not play a role: if we nd another R non proportional
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to R∗, suh that Rul ∈ Fl for all l, then R∗ + aR for appropriate a also fulls
0 6= (R∗ + aR)ul ∈ Fl for all l, and is not proportional to R∗.
We need a few notations. First, we onsider the spae X = V ∩ W. We also
dene Y by V = Y ⊕X and Z by W = Z ⊕X . We write IV and IW for the natural
inlusions of V and W in U . We also denote by ΠV for the projetor on V along Z,
by ΠW the projetor on W along Y , and by ΠX the projetor on X along Y + Z.
Please be aware that we do not dene ΠV and ΠW as endomorphisms of U , but
as appliations from U to V andW, respetively. The orresponding endomorphisms
are IVΠV and IWΠW .
As a rst step, we show that IVΠVR∗ is unique up to a onstant.
The rank of IVΠVR∗ is at most dim(V), so we an fatorize it by V: there
exists two linear appliations LUV from U to V and LVU from V to U , suh that
IVΠVR∗LVUL
U
V = IVΠVR
∗
.
Now for all i ∈ I, we have R∗ui ∈ Fi ⊂ V, so that R∗ui = IVΠVR∗ui =
IVΠVR∗LVUL
U
Vui, so that for all i ∈ I we have the inlusion 0 6= (ΠVR∗LVU)(LUVui) ∈ Fi,
where we have used R∗ul 6= 0.. Thus {LUVui}i∈I is orresponding to {Fi}i∈I . On the
other hand, we know that {Fi}i∈I totally determine V. Hene there is a nonzero
onstant λV , and a RV depending only on {Fi}i∈I , suh that ΠVR∗LVU = λVRV .
Moreover, by Remark 4.5, RV is invertible. So that nally IVΠVR∗ = λVIVRVLUV ,
with image im(λVIVRVLUV ) = V. Replaing V with W, we get similarly IWΠWR∗ =
λWIWRWLUW .
The last step onsists in proving that the two onstants λV and λW are
proportional, independently of R∗.
We notie that ΠX IVΠV = ΠX = ΠX IWΠW . Hene λVΠX IVRVLUV =
λWΠX IWRWLUW . As X ⊂ V and im(λVIVRVLUV ) = V, we know that λVΠX IVRVLUV 6=
0. The equality λVΠX IVRVLUV = λWΠX IWRWL
U
W then yields the proportionality of
λW and λV .
We onlude by realling that V + W = U , so that knowing both IVΠVR∗
and IWΠWR∗ is equivalent to knowing R∗. As our only free parameter is the
multipliative onstant λV , we have proved uniqueness of R∗, up to a onstant.
Lemma 4.8 and Proposition 4.4 are the two ingredients for proving the following
proposition, entral for the validity of the algorithm.
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Proposition 4.9. In the algorithm, the spaes in the set C = {Vj}j∈J are always
totally determined by the supports K(j) = {Span(|ψi〉) : |ψi〉 ∈ Vj} of the one-
dimensional POVM elements they ontain.
Proof. We prove the proposition by indution on the stronger property Prop =  all
Vj are totally determined by K(j), and they are spanned by vetors of the initial
basis, that is, they are of the form Span(|ψi〉 : i ∈ I(j)), where I(j) is a subset of
{1, . . . , d}.
Initialization: We initialize C at step (iii). At this stage Vj is dened for
j ∈ {1, . . . , d} by Vj = Span(|ψj〉). So that on the one hand Vj is of the form
Span(|ψi〉 : i ∈ I(j)), where I(j) is a subset of {1, . . . , d}, and on the other hand Vj
is totally determined by K(j), as it is one-dimensional and |ψj〉 is nonzero.
Update: We update C at stage (vi). We must prove that Vi =
⊕
j∈J(i) Vj still
fulls Prop.
For one thing, the spae Vi is a sum of spaes of the form Span(|ψi〉 : i ∈ I(j)),
where I(j) is a subset of {1, . . . , d}, hene Vi is also of this form with I(i) =⋃
j∈J(i) I(j).
Now let us onsider the set Iint = {j : j ∈ {1 . . . d}, 〈ψi|ψj〉 6= 0}, and the
spae Vint = Span(|ψj〉 : j ∈ Iint). Sine the |ψj〉 for j ∈ Iint are part of
the initial basis {|ψj〉}1≤j≤d}, they are independent. The denition of Iint also
ensures |ψi〉 =
∑
j∈Iint cj|ψj〉 with j nonzero, hene, by Remark (4.3), the set
{|ψk〉 : k = k ∈ Iint ∪ {i}} is a projetive frame of Vint. So that, by Proposition 4.4,
the spae Vint is totally determined by {|ψj〉}j∈Iint∪{i}. We initializeKint = Iint∪{i}.
Finally, by denition of J(i), we know that Vint ∩ Vj 6= 0 for all j ∈ J(i). Both
are totally determined, by K(j) and Kint. Hene by Lemma 4.8, Vint ∪ Vj is totally
determined by K(j)∪Kint. We update Vint = Vint ∪ Vj and Kint = Kint ∪K(j). We
iterate the latter step for all j ∈ J(i) and we end up with Vint = Vi totally determined
by
⋃
j∈j(i)K(j) ∪ Iint ∪ {i} ⊂ I(i).
Corollary 4.10. When the algorithm ends at stage (vii), the POVM P is lean.
Proof. The algorithm ends at stage (vii) only if C = {H}. By the above proposition,
this ondition implies that H is totally determined by {Span(|ψj〉) : |ψj〉 ∈ H}.
This amounts at saying that H is totally determined by the supports of the POVM
elements Pi, and we onlude by Theorem 4.1.
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This setion aims at giving suient onditions for a POVM to be lean, and
at proving that one of these onditions is fullled if the algorithm exits with result
P is lean. We thus onlude the setion with the ase when the algorithm exits
at stage (i). In other words, we must show that a rank-one POVM is lean. Now,
this has already been proved as Theorem 11.2 of [1℄:
Theorem 4.11. [1℄ If P is rank-one, then Q≻P if and only if P and Q are unitarily
equivalent. Thus, rank-one POVMs are lean.
For a quasi-qubit POVM P, we prove in the following setion that P is lean
only if it fulls the onditions either of Theorem 4.11 or of Theorem 4.1.
5. Neessary ondition for quasi-qubit POVMs
This setion proves that a lean quasi-qubit POVM either is rank-one, or the supports
of its elements totally determine the spae:
Theorem 5.1. A non-rank-one quasi-qubit POVM where {Supp(Pi)i∈I} does not
determine H is not lean.
We need a few more tools to prove the theorem.
To begin with, we need a way to prove in spei situations that a POVM is not
leaner than another. Using the fat that hannels are spetrum-width dereasing is
the easiest method. This is Lemma 3.1 of [1℄:
Lemma 5.2. If the minimal (resp. maximal) eigenvalue of X is denoted λm(X)
(resp. λM(X)), then λm(X) ≤ λm(E(X)) ≤ λM(E(X)) ≤ λM(X) for any hannel E .
This lemma implies that existene of Q ≻ P suh that for some i ∈ I, either
λm(Qi) < λm(Pi) or λM(Qi) > λM(Pi) entails that Q is stritly leaner than P, so
that P is not lean.
We now give a haraterization of the fat that H is totally determined by
{Fj}j∈J when all the Fj are one-dimensional, that is of when the Fj an be seen
as vetors. This haraterization applies to {Supp(Pi)}i∈I for quasi-qubit POVMs,
and may be more intuitive than Denition 3.2. Moreover it is more adapted to our
strategy of proof.
Lemma 5.3. A set of vetors {|ψj〉}j∈J totally determine the spae H, if and only
if, for any two supplementary proper subspaes V and W, there is a j ∈ J suh that
|ψj〉 6∈ V and |ψj〉 6∈ W.
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Moreover, when the algorithm exits with result P is not lean, the supports of
P do not totally determine H.
Proof. The proof is made of four steps:
(a) For any nite set of vetors {|ψj〉}j∈J , there is a POVM whose supports of the
rank-one elements are these vetors.
(b) if we feed into the algorithm a non-rank-one quasi-qubit POVM whose supports
of rank-one elements are the |ψj〉 and if {|ψj〉} does not totally determine H,
then the algorithm exits with result P is not lean.
() if the algorithm exits with result P is not lean, then we an nd two
supplementary proper subspaes suh that |ψj〉 ∈ V or |ψj〉 ∈ W for all supports
of rank-one elements.
(d) nding two supplementary proper subspaes suh that |ψj〉 ∈ V or |ψj〉 ∈ W for
all j ∈ J implies that {|ψj〉}j∈J does not totally determine H.
The equivalene in the lemma is then proved by ontraposition, and the last
statement by ombining () and (d).
Step (a): A valid example is given by Pj =
1
2#J
|ψj〉〈ψj| for j ∈ J and P#J+1 =
1−∑j Pj. Indeed the latter element is positive sine ∑j Pj ≤ 12#J#J1 = 121.
Step (b): Sine the quasi-qubit POVM is assumed not to be rank-one, we do not
exit at stage (i). The only other possible exit with result P is lean is at stage (vii).
Now the proof of Corollary 4.10 states that the algorithm exits at stage (vii) only
if the supports of the rank-one elements totally determine H. Hene, the algorithm
exits with result P is not lean.
Step (): Exiting at stage (ii) means that the |ψj〉 do not generate H. Then, if
J = ∅, we may hoose any two supplementary proper subspaes V and W. Anyhow
|ψj〉 ∈ V for all j ∈ J . If J 6= ∅, then V = Span(|ψi〉, i ∈ I) is a proper subspae of
H. Sine |ψj〉 ∈ V for all j ∈ J , any supplementary subspae W of V will turn the
trik.
If the algorithm does not exit at stage (ii), then there is a basis inluded in
{|ψj〉}j∈J . We assume that it orresponds to 1 ≤ j ≤ d.
Sine the algorithm exits with result, P is not lean, it exits at stage (ix). We
end the algorithm with a olletion C = {Vk} of subspaes suh that
⊕
k Vk = H.
Sine we have not exited at stage (vii), we know that C 6= {H}. Hene C ounts at
least two non-trivial elements. We take V = V1 and W =
⊕
k 6=1 Vk.
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The Vk are diret sums of the original Vj = Span(|ψj〉) for 1 ≤ j ≤ d. Hene, for
1 ≤ j ≤ d, either |ψj〉 ∈ V or |ψj〉 ∈ W. On the other hand if |ψj〉 is not one of the
original basis vetors, it was used in the For loop. At the end of this loop, C was
then ontaining a spae V =
⊕
k∈J(j) Vk. And |ψj〉 was inluded in this spae. This
V is then inluded in one of the nal Vj and a fortiori either in V or in W. We have
thus proved that when the algorithm exits with a negative value we may nd two
supplementary proper subspaes V and W suh that for all i ∈ I, either |ψi〉 ∈ V or
|ψi〉 ∈ W.
Step (d): Sine 1|ψj〉 = |ψj〉 for all j, by Denition 3.1 the set of vetors
{|ψj〉}j∈J is orresponding to the subspaes {|ψj〉}j∈J . On the other hand, denoting
by ΠV the projetion on V parallel to W, we get that ΠV |ψj〉 is olinear to |ψj〉 for
all j ∈ J . Moreover ΠV is not proportional to 1, so that, by denition 3.2, the set of
vetors {|ψj〉} does not totally determine H.
Finally, as explained in Setion 3, we want to build our leaner POVMs as
E−1(P) where the hannel is inverted as a positive map. We need to know some
onditions under whih a hannel an be inverted. This is the purpose of Lemma
5.4, for whih we need the following norms.
The Hilbert-Shmidt norm on B(H) is dened as ‖M‖2HS = Tr(MM∗). Notably,
in any orthogonal basis,
‖M‖2HS =
∑
1≤i,j≤d
|Mi,j|2.
Moreover ‖M‖HS = ‖M∗‖HS.
We also dene a norm on B(B(H)), spae to whih the hannels belong:
‖O‖1 = sup
{M |‖M‖HS=1}
‖O(M)‖HS .
Lemma 5.4. If in the Kraus representation of a hannel E = {Rα} one of the Rα
fulls
‖1−Rα‖HS ≤ ǫ,
then
‖1− E‖1 ≤ 2(1 +
√
d)ǫ+ 2ǫ2 = f(ǫ) −→
ǫ→0
0. (2)
As a onsequene, if f(ǫ) < 1, then E is invertible (as a map on B(H)) and
‖E−1 − 1‖1 ≤ f(ǫ)/(1− f(ǫ)). This inverse lets Bsa(H) stable.
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This in turn shows that for any X ∈ Bsa(H) suh that λm(X) ≥ 0, the spetrum
of the image by the inverse is bounded through
λm(X)− λM(X)f(ǫ)
√
d/(1− f(ǫ)) ≤ λm(E−1(X)). (3)
So that for all X > 0, when ǫ small enough, E−1(X) ≥ 0.
Remark: The bound (2) is probably far from sharp, but suient for our needs.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that
‖1−R1‖HS ≤ ǫ.
We write S = R1 − 1H and O = E − 1B(H).
Then
O :M 7→ S∗MS + S∗M +MS +
∑
α6=1
R∗αMRα.
And
‖O‖1 = sup
{M |‖M‖HS=1}
∥∥∥∥∥S∗MS + S∗M +MS +
∑
α6=1
R∗αMRα
∥∥∥∥∥
HS
≤ sup
{M |‖M‖HS=1}
‖S∗‖‖M‖‖S‖+ ‖S∗‖‖M‖+ ‖M‖‖S‖+
∑
α6=1
‖R∗α‖‖M‖‖Rα‖
= ‖S‖2HS + 2‖S‖HS +
∑
α6=1
‖Rα‖2HS.
Now, for one thing, by hypothesis, ‖S‖HS ≤ ǫ. Furthermore∑
α6=1
‖Rα‖2HS =
∑
α6=1
Tr(R∗αRα) = Tr(1− R∗1R1) = −Tr(S∗S + S + S∗).
We nish our proof of (2) with the observation that −Tr(S + S∗) ≤ 2√d‖S‖HS =
2
√
dǫ.
If ‖O‖1 < 1, we know that E = 1+O is invertible and E−1 =
∑
n≥0(−O)n. By
taking the norm, ‖E−1 − 1‖1 ≤
∑
n≥1 ‖O‖n1 = f(ǫ)/(1− f(ǫ)).
Channels stabilize Bsa(H); as E is furthermore invertible, equality of dimension
shows that E(Bsa(H)) = Bsa(H) and E−1(Bsa(H)) = Bsa(H).
Now, X is positive, so that ‖X‖HS ≤
√
dλM(X). This implies ‖(E−1 −
1)(X)‖HS ≤
√
dλM(X)f(ǫ)/(1−f(ǫ)), and in turn E−1(X) ≥ X−
√
dλM(X)f(ǫ)/(1−
f(ǫ))1. Taking the bottom of the spetrum ends the proof.
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We aim at exhibiting a hannel E and a POVM Q suh that
E(Q) = P and Qe has a wider spetrum than Pe for some e ∈ E. Then Lemma 5.2
proves that Q is stritly leaner than P, and in turn that P is not lean.
The building bloks are the subspaes supplied by Lemma 5.3. Sine H is not
determined by {Supp(Pe)}e∈E, there are two supplementary proper subspaes V and
W suh that eah rank-one element has support inluded either in V or in W.
We shall write expliitly several matries in the forthoming proof. All of them
shall be written on an orthonormal basis {ej}1≤j≤d ofH, hosen so that {ej}1≤j≤dim(V)
is a basis of V. We shall express the matries as two-by-two blok matries, the bloks
orresponding to the subspaes V and V⊥.
We study separately the following ases:
(a) All POVM elements Pi are proportional to the identity, that is Pi = µi1.
(b) The POVM is not full-rank, eah rank-one element has support either in V or in
V⊥, and all POVM elements are blok-diagonal in V and V⊥.
() Eah rank-one element has support either in V or V⊥, and at least one POVM
element is not blok-diagonal.
(d) At least one rank-one element has support neither in V nor in V⊥.
As a sanity hek, let us prove we did not forget any ase. Either our POVM
is full-rank, or it is not. In the latter situation, either there is a rank-one element
whose support is not inluded in V nor in V⊥  and we are in ase (d) , or all
rank-one elements are inluded in V or V⊥. Then either there is a POVM element
that is not blok-diagonal  and we are in ase ()  or all POVM elements are
blok-diagonal  and we are in ase (b). On the other hand, if P is full-rank, we
may hoose the subspaes V andW any way we like. Notably, if one POVM element
Pi is not proportional to the identity, so that it has non-trivial eigenspaes, we may
hoose V suh that Pi is not blok-diagonal in V and V⊥  and we are in ase ().
Finally, if on the ontrary, all POVM elements are proportional to the identity, we
are in ase (a).
Case (a): If all POVM elements are of the form Pi = µi1, then, for any E = {Rα},
we have E(Pi) =
∑
αR
∗
α(µi1)Rα = µi
∑
αR
∗
αRα = µi1 = Pi. No hannel an hange
the wholly uninformative measurement P.
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On the other hand, many POVMs an be degraded to P. Consider for example
the POVM given by Q1 = µ1|e1〉〈e1| +
∑d
j=2 |ej〉〈ej| and Qi = µi|e1〉〈e1| for i > 1.
Then Q 6= P, so that P 6≻ Q. Yet, with Rα = |e1〉〈eα| for 1 ≤ α ≤ d, we have
E(Q) = P, and Q ≻ P. Hene P is not lean.
Case (b): Sine all rank-one elements are inluded either in V or in V⊥, we take
W = V⊥. We further hoose V to be the smaller of the two subspaes, that is
dim(V) ≤ d/2 ≤ dim(W). Then there is a matrix A : V → W suh that AA∗ = 1V .
If all rank-one elements have support in W, we further impose that at least one of
these supports is not inluded in the kernel of A.
We then dene R∗V and R
∗
W as:
R∗V(ǫ) =
[
1V ǫA
0 0
]
,
R∗W(ǫ) =
[
0 0
0 1W
]
.
Their images are respetively V and W.
From RV(ǫ) and RW(ǫ), we dene the hannel Eǫ = {R1(ǫ), R2(ǫ), R3(ǫ)}:
R∗1(ǫ) =
√
ǫ2
1 + ǫ2
R∗V(ǫ) +
√
1− ǫ2
1 + ǫ2
R∗W(ǫ) =


√
ǫ2
1+ǫ2
1V
√
ǫ4
1+ǫ2
A
0
√
1−ǫ2
1+ǫ2
1W

 ,
R∗2(ǫ) =
√
ǫ2
1 + ǫ2
R∗W(ǫ) =
[
0 0
0
√
ǫ2
1+ǫ2
1W
]
,
R∗3(ǫ) =
√
1− ǫ2
1 + ǫ2
R∗V(ǫ)−
√
ǫ2
1 + ǫ2
R∗W(ǫ) =


√
1−ǫ2
1+ǫ2
1V
√
ǫ2−ǫ4
1+ǫ2
A
0 −
√
ǫ2
1+ǫ2
1W

 .
Sine AA∗ = 1V , we have
∑
αR
∗
αRα = 1, hene these matries {Rα} dene a genuine
hannel. A few alulations show that the eet of this hannel is:
Eǫ :
[
B C
C∗ D
]
→
[
1
1+ǫ2
(B + ǫ(AC∗ + CA∗) + ǫ2ADA∗) 0
0 D
]
. (4)
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Now, for any w ∈ W, we have[
−ǫAw
w
][
−ǫAw
w
]∗
=
[
ǫ2Aww∗A∗ −ǫAww∗
−ǫww∗A∗ ww∗
]
,
so that for any sequene of wj ∈ W, the matrix
∑
j,k
[
ǫ2Awjw
∗
kA
∗ −ǫAwjw∗k
−ǫwjw∗kA∗ wjw∗k
]
is non-negative. As any non-negative endomorphism D of W an be written∑
j,k wjw
∗
k for appropriate wj, we get that for any non-negative D, the matrix[
ǫ2ADA∗ −ǫAD
−ǫDA∗ D
]
is non-negative. Moreover applying equation (4) yields that
its image by Eǫ is
[
0 0
0 D
]
.
Similarly, if B ∈ B(V) is non-negative, then
[
(1 + ǫ2)B 0
0 0
]
is non-negative
and its image by Eǫ is
[
B 0
0 0
]
.
We use these observations to dene a map (not a hannel) Fǫ on the blok-
diagonal matries:
Fǫ :
[
B 0
0 D
]
→
[
(1 + ǫ2)B + ǫ2ADA∗ −ǫAD
−ǫDA∗ D
]
. (5)
We get that Eǫ(Fǫ(M)) = M for all blok-diagonalM and that if furthermoreM ≥ 0
then Fǫ(M) ≥ 0.
We now isolate one full-rank element of P, say P1. For all i 6= 1, we dene
Qi(ǫ) = Fǫ(Pi). They are non-negative and full Eǫ(Qi(ǫ)) = Pi. Dene now
Q1(ǫ) = 1 −
∑
i 6=1Qi(ǫ). The losure relation ensures that Eǫ(Q1(ǫ)) = P1. What's
more, realling that
∑
iBi = 1V and
∑
iDi = 1W , we obtain:
Q1(ǫ) =
[
1V − (1 + ǫ2)
∑
i 6=1Bi − ǫ2A(
∑
i 6=1Di)A
∗ ǫA
∑
i 6=1Di
−ǫ∑i 6=1DeA∗ 1W −∑i 6=1Di
]
=
[
(1 + ǫ2)B1 + ǫ
2AD1A
∗ − 2ǫ21V ǫA(1W −D1)
ǫ(1W −D1)A∗) D1
]
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−→
ǫ→0
[
B1 0
0 D1
]
= P1.
Sine P1 is positive, this onvergene entails the non-negativity of Q1(ǫ) for ǫ small
enough. As Q1(ǫ) has been hosen so that
∑
eQe(ǫ) = 1, we have dened a genuine
POVM Q(ǫ) = {Qe(ǫ)}e∈E suh that Eǫ(Q(ǫ)) = P, hene Q ≻ P.
We end the study of this ase by onsidering a rank-one element Pi = µi|ψi〉〈ψi|
whose support is not in the kernel of A. Using formula (5), if |ψi〉 ∈ V, we get
Tr(Qi(ǫ)) = (1 + ǫ
2) Tr(Pi) > Tr(Pi), else |ψi〉 ∈ W and we get Tr(Qi(ǫ)) =
Tr(Pi) + ǫ
2Tr(A|ψi〉〈ψi|A∗) > Tr(Pi). In both ases, bigger trae implies that the
spetrum of Qi(ǫ) is wider than that of Pi and Lemma 5.2 yields P 6≻ Q. So that P
is not lean.
Case (): Sine all rank-one elements are inluded either in V or in V⊥, we take
W = V⊥.
We now dene the hannel Eǫ through:
R1(ǫ) = ǫΠV , R2(ǫ) = ǫΠW = ǫΠV⊥, R3(ǫ) =
√
1− ǫ21,
where Π denotes here orthogonal projetion.
For ǫ small enough, by Lemma 2, the hannel is invertible as a positive map.
We then dene Qi = E−1ǫ (Pi).
Through the formula Eǫ(Qi) = Pi, we hek:
If Pi =
[
B C
C∗ D
]
, then Qi(ǫ) =
[
B (1− ǫ2)−1C
(1− ǫ2)−1C∗ D
]
.(6)
The rst remark is that the losure relation ensures
∑
Qi(ǫ) = 1.
We also notie that, sine rank-one elements have support either in V or in
W = V⊥, the rank-one elements are blok-diagonal and Qi(ǫ) = Pi .
We know that at least one POVM element is not blok-diagonal. So that there
is an i ∈ I suh that Pi is full-rank and C is non-zero (say [C]j,k 6= 0). Then, writing
n = dim(V), there is an ǫ+ ∈ (0, 1) suh that
[Qi(ǫ+)]j,j[Qi(ǫ+)]n+k,n+k = [B]j,j[D]k,k
<
1
1− ǫ2+
|[C]j,k|2 = [Qi(ǫ+)]j,n+k[Qi(ǫ+)]n+k,j
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so that we annot have positivity of Qi(ǫ+).
We dene the bottom of the spetrum of the images Qi of the full-rank elements
of P:
λm(ǫ) = inf
i|Pi full−rank
λm(Qi(ǫ)).
Equation (6) implies that the matrix Qi(ǫ) is a ontinuous funtion of ǫ for
ǫ ∈ [0, 1). Hene its spetrum is also a ontinuous funtion of ǫ. Aordingly,
the funtion λm(ǫ) is the minimum of a nite number of ontinuous funtion of ǫ,
therefore λm(ǫ) is ontinuous. Its value in 0 is the bottom of the spetrum of the
full-rank elements of P, that is λm(0) = inf i|Pi full−rank λm(Pi(ǫ)) > 0. Moreover we
have just proved that λm(ǫ+) < 0. Thus, by the intermediate value Theorem, there
is an ǫ+ > ǫ > 0 suh that 0 < λm(ǫ) < λm(0).
As λm(ǫ) > 0, the Qi(ǫ) = Eǫ(Pi) for Pi full-rank are non-negative, and valid
POVM elements. Likewise, we already know that Qi(ǫ) = Pi is a valid POVM
element if Pi is rank-one. Sine we have also shown that
∑
Qi(ǫ) = 1, we have
proved that Q(ǫ) is a POVM. Furthermore Eǫ(Q(ǫ)) = P, thus Q(ǫ) ≻ P.
As λm(ǫ) < λm(0), there is a full-rank element Pi suh that λm(Qi(ǫ)) < λm(Pi).
Hene, using Lemma 5.2, we get P 6≻ Q(ǫ) and P is not lean.
Hene λm(ǫ+) ≤ 0 < λm. By the intermediate value Theorem, we an nd
an ǫ0 ∈ (0, ǫ+) suh that λm(ǫ0) = 0. As 0 ≤ λm(ǫ0) < λm we have proved that
Q(ǫ0) ≻ P and that P is not lean.
Case (d): As V and W are supplementary we may hoose a matrix A ∈
Mdim(V),d−dim(V)(C) suh that the non-zero olumns of the following blok matrix
form an orthogonal (though not orthonormal) basis of W:
R∗W =
[
0 A
0 1
]
.
We know that the image of a matrix is spanned by its olumns, so the image of R∗W
is W.
We then dene
B(ǫ) =
√
1−
(
ǫ4
1− ǫ2 +
ǫ2
(1− ǫ2)2
)
AA∗. (7)
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This denition is valid if the matrix under the square root is positive. Now(
ǫ4
1−ǫ2 +
ǫ2
(1−ǫ2)2
)
is going to 0 with ǫ, so that
lim
ǫ→0
1−
(
ǫ4
1− ǫ2 +
ǫ2
(1− ǫ2)2
)
AA∗ = 1.
From this we onlude that 1−
(
ǫ4
1−ǫ2 +
ǫ2
(1−ǫ2)2
)
AA∗ is positive for ǫ small enough.
Aordingly, we an dene
R∗V(ǫ) =
[
B(ǫ) − A
1−ǫ2
0 0
]
.
Notie that the image of R∗V is inluded in V.
We may now dene our hannel Eǫ by
R∗1(ǫ) = ǫR
∗
V(ǫ) =
[
ǫB(ǫ) − ǫ
1−ǫ2A
0 0
]
(8)
R∗2(ǫ) = ǫR
∗
W =
[
0 ǫA
0 ǫ1
]
(9)
R∗3(ǫ) =
√
1− ǫ2 (R∗V(ǫ) +R∗W) =
[ √
1− ǫ2B(ǫ) − ǫ2√
1−ǫ2A
0
√
1− ǫ21
]
. (10)
Notie that
∑3
α=1R
∗
α(ǫ)Rα(ǫ) = 1 so that E(ǫ) is indeed a hannel.
Moreover limǫ→0R3(ǫ) = 1H. Hene, for ǫ small enough, ‖R3− 1‖HS is as small
as we want. So Lemma 5.4 allows us to invert the hannel Eǫ as a map on Bsa(H). We
dene Q(ǫ) by its elements Qi(ǫ) = E−1ǫ (Pi). Let us hek that for ǫ small enough,
Q(ǫ) is still a bona de POVM.
First the losure relation still holds, as
∑
i∈I Qi =
∑
i∈I E−1(Pi) = E−1(1). Now
E(1) =∑αR∗αRα = 1 and taking the inverse E−1(1) = 1.
Remains then to be shown that all Qi(ǫ) are non-negative.
If Pi is full-rank, then its spetrum is inluded in [λm, 1], with λm > 0. If R3
is near enough of the identity, that is, if ǫ is small enough, the inequality (3) then
ensures that Qi(ǫ) is still positive.
If Pi is rank-one Pi = λi|ψi〉〈ψi|, then by hypothesis |ψi〉 ∈ V or |ψi〉 ∈ W.
As R3 is invertible for ǫ small enough, we may onsider |φi〉 non-zero olinear to
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(R∗3(ǫ))
−1|ψi〉. Then R∗3(ǫ)|φi〉 is olinear to |ψi〉, and non-zero. Notie that |φi〉
depends on ǫ, even if we drop it in the notation. Now
R3(ǫ)
∗|ϕ〉 =
√
1− ǫ2 (R∗V(ǫ)|ϕ〉+R∗W |ϕ〉)
with R∗V(ǫ)|φ〉 ∈ V and R∗W |ϕ〉 ∈ W.
Sine V andW are supplementary, the latter equality implies that R∗V(ǫ)|ϕ〉 = 0 when
R∗3(ǫ)|ϕ〉 ∈ W and R∗W(ǫ)|ϕ〉 = 0 when R∗3(ǫ)|ϕ〉 ∈ V. Denitions (8, 9, 10) then yield
Eǫ(|φi〉〈φi|) = R∗W(|φi〉〈φi|)RW if |ψi〉 ∈ W and Eǫ(|φi〉〈φi|) = R∗V(ǫ)(|φi〉〈φi|)RV(ǫ) if
|ψi〉 ∈ V. In both ases, the output matrix is of the form Eǫ(|φi〉〈φi|) = Ci|ψi〉〈ψi|.
So that Qi(ǫ) = (λi/Ci)|φi〉〈φi| and is non-negative.
Thus, for ǫ small enough, all Qi(ǫ) are non-negative. We have proved that Q(ǫ)
is a POVM. Furthermore, sine Eǫ(Q(ǫ)) = P, we know Q(ǫ) ≻ P.
We must still show that Q(ǫ) is stritly leaner P.
By hypothesis, there is a rank-one element Pi = λi|ψi〉〈ψi| suh that |ψi〉 ∈ W
and |ψi〉 6∈ V⊥. As above, we write |φi〉 suh that Qi(ǫ) = (λi/Ci)|φi〉〈φi|. We start
by proving that Ci is less than one.
We write |φi〉 = vi + v⊥i with vi ∈ V and v⊥i ∈ V⊥. Sine |ψi〉 ∈ W, we get:
Eǫ(|φi〉〈φi|) = R∗W(|φi〉〈φi|)RW =
[
Av⊥i
v⊥i
][
Av⊥i
v⊥i
]∗
.
As the latter expression is also equal to Ci|ψi〉〈ψi|, we obtain that Ci is the square
of the norm of
[
Av⊥i
v⊥i
]
. Therefore Ci = ‖Av⊥i ‖2 + ‖v⊥i ‖2. Notie that the squared
norm of |φi〉 is 1 = ‖vi‖2 + ‖v⊥i ‖2. On the other hand, the image of |φi〉 by R∗V(ǫ) is
0, so that B(ǫ)vi − 1/(1− ǫ2)Av⊥i = 0. From this we get:
Av⊥i = (1− ǫ2)B(ǫ)vi.
Sine |ψi〉 6∈ V⊥, this equality shows that vi 6= 0. Now, as AA∗ is non-negative we
see by (7) that B(ǫ) ≤ 1. A fortiori, for any ǫ > 0, we have (1 − ǫ2)B(ǫ) < 1. So
that:
‖vi‖ > ‖(1− ǫ2)B(ǫ)vi‖ = ‖Av⊥i ‖.
Thus, we nally obtain
Ci = ‖Av⊥i ‖2 + ‖v⊥i ‖2 < ‖vi‖2 + ‖v⊥i ‖2 = 1.
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Hene the biggest eigenvalue of Qi(ǫ) = (λi/Ci)|φi〉〈φi|, that is λi/Ci, is stritly
bigger than the biggest eigenvalue of Pi, that is λi. Lemma 5.2 then gives P 6≻ Q(ǫ),
and onsequently P is not lean.
6. Summary for quasi-qubit POVMs and a speial ase
We now gather all our results spei to quasi-qubit POVMs.
Theorem 6.1. A quasi-qubit POVM P is lean if and only if it is rank-one or the
supports of its rank-one elements totally determine H. The algorithm of setion 3
gures out if this is the ase. Moreover if Q is leanness-equivalent to P, the two
POVMs are even unitarily equivalent.
Proof. Rank-one POVMs are known to be lean (Theorem 4.11). If the support
of the rank-one elements of P totally determine H, we also know that P is lean
by Theorem 4.1. In both ases the theorems state that for these lean POVMs,
leanness-equivalene is the same as unitary equivalene.
Conversely, if P is neither rank-one nor have rank-one elements that totally
determine H, then Theorem 5.1 applies and P is not lean.
Stage (i) of the algorithm heks whether P is rank-one, in whih ase it does say
that P is lean. If P is not rank-one, the fat that it is lean or not depends on the
support of its rank-one elements. The only remaining positive exit of the algorithm
is at stage (vii) and Lemma 4.9 proves that in this ase the rank-one elements of P
totally determine H.
Conversely, if the algorithm exits with a negative value, Lemma 5.3 ensures that
H is not totally determined.
To get further feeling of these onditions we nish by making more expliit the
qubit ase, where the nie thing is that all POVMs are quasi-qubit.
Corollary 6.2. A POVM P for a qubit is lean if and only if it is rank-one or if one
an nd three rank-one elements whose supports are two-by-two non-olinear (that
is if they make a projetive frame). For these POVMs leanness-equivalene is the
same as unitary equivalene.
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Proof. A POVM P for a qubit has non-zero elements whih an be either of rank
one, or of rank two, as d = 2. In the latter ase, they are full-rank, so we may apply
Theorem 6.1 to P.
The only question is when do the supports of the rank-one elements totally
determine H? They do by Proposition 4.4 if they inlude a projetive frame, that
is a basis and a vetor with all oeients non-zero in this basis. As the spae is of
dimension 2, this amounts to saying a basis and a vetor non-olinear to any basis
vetor, that is three vetors two-by-two non-olinear.
Conversely, if we annot nd a projetive frame, then we an nd two vetors
v and w suh that the support of any rank-one element is v or w, and we an apply
Lemma 5.3 to obtain thatH is not totally determined by the supports of the rank-one
elements of P. Thus P is not lean.
7. Outlook
We have solved the problem of leanness for quasi-qubit POVMs. The obvious
ontinuation would be to solve it in the general ase. However we do not think
that the ondition of Theorem 4.1 is then neessary. Moreover it must be made
expliit.
The heuristis in Setion 3.2 suggest that, if the support of Pi are in general
position then it is suient for P to be lean that
∑
e∈E d−dim[Supp(Pi)] ≥ d2−1.
Yet, we still need to appropriately dene the general position for general subspaes.
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